Music Week To Be
Finest In History Of College

In the annual intercollegiate debate Saturday evening, the Sophomore
team defeated the Junior Freshman team. A question regarding the
pros and cons of a Free Press, the Junior Freshmen took the affirmative,
the Sophomore team the negative. The debate was conducted in a
very intelligent manner, and a large crowd was present.

Sophomore and Senior Wino Debate Over Fresh and Juniors

Margaret Hightower Returns To Campus

Miss Margaret Hightower, a prime
ity of the Dental School of the University of
In the first half of the debate, she
graduated from the Dental School of the

Dr. Charles H. Herty
Noted Scientist To Visit G. S. C.

Dr. Charles H. Herty, a noted
scientist, will visit the College this
weekend, according to an
announcement made by President
Dr. Charles H. Herty.

Sophomore Commission

The Student Government of the
Sophomore Commission for the year
1925-26, as announced by Miss Mary
Merritt, Secretary of the Commission,
was as follows:
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LOYALTY

There is something in human nature that makes us so responsive to the things that one has. The flowers in the next field are always the most beautiful and the deer one's own seems to have the most grace. Just as we go to college—why, they are parades on earth! The student does nothing but prepare for the day when he hopes to get his work at last. That work—life in a quite different.

And true, to human nature, some are giving entirely. But let us be different and be thankful. We cannot give as much as that. Can we? In this money-blessed. Our campus is surrounded by beauty, our faculty is a nucleus in its generosity and kindness, our directories are convenient and beautiful. A new library, beautiful and modern is every respect, is rapidly being built.

Field day all in pleasant and fascinating school spirit is here. From early morning until late at night the gymnastics and the campus also thrills the lungs and spirited pep meetings. The glee and spirit of the students is very evident but this active enthusiasm is a real matter of history. In its place let us take a deeper look and loyalty for our college more sternly.

DO YOU KNOW THIS BOOK

The greatest secrets of all books is the belief that the whole and one of our kind, yet we know them. As a book adaptable to our every mood, yet we seek it not. A book that can make us wise and taste-revelation, yet we neglect it. Most of all of this book week some of the great items of the book. The following is suggested:

If you have the "Blue" read the twenty-seventh Psalm.
If your pocketbook is empty, read the thirty-seventh Psalm.
If you seem subdued, read the fifteenth chapter of John.
If you are discouraged about your work, read the one hundred twenty-sixth Psalm.

Organ Racism
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Cross the Campus

By Philip Hope

New 'Y' Cabinet Entertained

The 'Y' cabinet were guests of the Spectator at a private party given in the Club Room Tues. evening. The party was given in their honor and the room was decorated accordingly. The party was held in the Club Room and the guests arrived by invitation. The atmosphere was that of a formal dinner party. The guests were welcomed by the hosts and everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves. The party lasted until late in the evening and everyone seemed to have enjoyed themselves. The party was a great success and everyone seemed to have enjoyed themselves.

'W' Cabinet

The 'W' cabinet were guests of the 'Y' cabinet at a private party given in the Club Room. The party was given in their honor and the room was decorated accordingly. The party was held in the Club Room and the guests arrived by invitation. The atmosphere was that of a formal dinner party. The guests were welcomed by the hosts and everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves. The party lasted until late in the evening and everyone seemed to have enjoyed themselves. The party was a great success and everyone seemed to have enjoyed themselves.
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Show your Love 
ON MOTHER'S DAY

Mother's Day—The happiest day of all the year to the mothers who receive the tender tributes that mean to them but one thing: Love recompensed. And it can be the sweetest day to mothers who carelessly or cruelly remain neglected. To aid your choice of the gift that will most appeal to the particular taste of your mother some merchants hereon submit suggestions... others send their greetings to every Georgia mother.

Every Day Is Mother's Day
—AT—

CHANDLER'S
A WIDE SELECTION OF GIFTS
AT ALL TIMES

Bessie Bland
HAT SHOP

We have in stock a varied selection of unique and attractive gifts which would be most appreciated, for your Mother’s Day gift.

MOTHER
HER OWN DAY—SUNDAY
MAY EIGHTH

Gift the heart with a gift that is as enduring as her life of devotion and service.

Make Your Selection Here

WILLIAMS & HITCHIE
JEWELERS
Milledgeville, Ga.

STEINBACH'S

Attractive line of all silk full-fashioned hosiery $1.00 values for 69c. Also all silk sport dresses $6.95 values for $3.00. New colors and styles. Let us show them to you.

REMEMBER HER WITH SOMETHING THAT IS DIFFERENT

- A Book of Poems
- A Lovely Vase
- Perhaps A Picture
- To Hang Some Place
- Also A Distinctive Line of
- Mother’s Day Cards

R. H. WOOTEN

Ice Cream and Chocolate Nuggets at—
HARGROVE’S COUNTRY STORE

FOR MOTHER’S DAY

SPECIAL SALE OF LADIES’ FINE SILK HOSE

45 gauge, full-fashioned picot top, cradle foot, all pure silk, black and all the new spring shades, values $1.25. Special—75c—

If You Want the Best Shop At
E. E. BELL’S

PHONE 202

PHONE 202